Jeremy Strong has written so many magnificently mirthful books that probably even he has lost count of them! Help him by completing the titles of these ten terrific books. In each case, fill in the missing word using one of the three choices.

1. THE HUNDRED-MILE-AN-HOUR ____________________________
   a) Car b) Dog c) Wind

2. MY GRANNY’S GREAT ________________________________
   a) Escape b) Cooking c) Pants

3. MY MUM’S GOING TO ________________________________
   a) Tell Me Off b) Bed c) Explode

4. KRAZY ________________________ SAVES THE WORLD – WELL, ALMOST
   a) Kamel b) Kow c) Krocodile

5. MY DAD’S GOT AN ____________________________
   a) Alligator b) Elephant c) Octopus

6. MY BROTHER’S ________________________________ BOTTOM
   a) Big b) Famous c) Smelly

7. BEWARE! ________________________________ TOMATOES
   a) Yukky b) Giant c) Killer

8. THE ________________________________ PIRATES
   a) Pathetic b) Indoor c) Pretty

9. DOCTOR ________________________________ !
   a) Bonkers b) Barmy c) Batty

10. KRANKENSTEIN’S KRAZY HOUSE OF ____________________________
    a) Fun b) Cards c) Horror

Answers: 1. b, 2. a, 3. c, 4. b, 5. a, 6. b, 7. c, 8. b, 9. a, 10. c